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Parikh Committee recommendation

Array of counterfeit arguments and falsified
facts to buttress deregulation of fuel pricing
While the common people are groaning under
abnormal spiralling of prices of foodgrains and
other essential items of daily use, the Congressled UPA government, instead of taking necessary
steps to bring down the soaring price is out to
implement such policies which will multiply the
plight and penury of the suffering masses . It is
going to adopt policies that will jack up the fuel
prices entailing exorbitant rise in the general
priceline and thereby making bare subsistence a
nightmare for the toiling masses. For a long time,
the bourgeois government at the Centre, whether
headed by the Congress or the BJP earlier, the
two most trusted representatives of ruling
exploitative monopolists, had been talking of
decontrolling petrol-diesel prices and phased
deregulation of LPG and kerosene prices. The
government and its cohorts in the bureaucracy
and academic circles have been arguing that with
spurt in the international crude prices, the Indian
oil companies are incurring loss. To bail them
out, the government is providing huge subsidy. It
is being said that this system cannot continue for
ever and fuel prices must be freed from all
controls to be in line with international fuel tariff
and thus the government be relieved from
shouldering the huge burden of subsidy on this
count. In fact, every time the retail prices of
petrol-diesel-LPG and on some occasions of

kerosene were raised, the government advanced
this logic. The BJP-led NDA government once, it
may be recalled, experimented with deregulation
of petrol-diesel prices. But faced with all round
protest from the people, it had to roll back the
policy. Now, the Congress-led government has
taken upon itself the task to reintroduce the same.
But as a cover, the Congress government had
appointed an expert committee headed by one
Kirit Parikh, which has recommended
decontrolling and deregulating the petrol-diesel
prices and raising LPG rates by Rs 100 per
cylinder and kerosene by Rs 6 per litre. The oil
ministry has put its seal of approval on these
recommendations. However, sensing public mood
and some resentment among some of its coalition
partners, the government as per latest reports
is temporarily putting the implementation on
hold. But it is clear that sooner or later, the
implementation will be through. In the earlier
issues of Proletarian Era, we had rebutted each
and every argument of the government on the
issue on the anvil of facts and logic and exposed
the sinister bourgeois class motive behind the
proposal. But now as there is a renewed attempt
to go ahead with this brazenly anti-people move,
it is necessary that we reiterate the essential
points in brief in a contextual manner to expose
Contd. on page 2

Comrade Nihar Mukherjee gravely ill
The Medical Board looking after the treatment of beloved General Secretary Comrade Nihar
Mukherjee in their Bulletin issued today (15-02-2010) stated that the Board headed by renowned
Cardiologist Dr K B Baksi, in course of their review of his health condition on 13-02-2010 found
that at present he has been suffering from sepsis and multiple organ dysfunction syndromes due
to multidrug resistant organism (acinetobacter baumannii). The bulletin also stated that apart from
getting constant advice and directions from the renowned doctors — Pulmonologist Dr Partha
Sarathi Bhattacharyya, Critical Care Specialist Dr Susruta Bandyopadhyay, Nephrologist Dr
Pratik Das, internationally reputed Physician Dr Sukumar Mukherjee and renowned Neurologist
Dr Sitesh Das Gupta had examined beloved General Secretary on the 14th February 2010 and
opined that the condition of the patient considering all parameters and overall clinical condition
has taken a turn for the worse. In this background other renowned specialists of Critical Care in
apex centres of the country who had been consulted earlier are being kept apprised of the
situation. According to the Board, Comrade Nihar Mukherjee’s overall condition continues to be
very grave with further deterioration.

SUCI opposes proposed move to
deregulate petrol-diesel prices and
drastically raise cooking gas and
kerosene prices and calls for
resisting the same under pressure
of powerful democratic movement
Strongly deploring the recommendation of
the government-constituted expert panel to
remove government control over petrol and
diesel prices and drastically increase the prices
of cooking gas and kerosene under the flimsy
pretext of rescuing oil companies from bearing
increased cost burden and relieving the
government from subsidizing fuel tariff,
Comrade Nihar Mukherjee, General Secretary,
SUCI (Communist), in course of a statement
issued on 04 February, 2010 termed it as
another demonic attack of the Congress-led
UPA government on the common people
reeling under unprecedented continual spurt in
the prices of food items and other essential
commodities.
This clearly shows how this Congress-led
government is bent upon delivering one after
another deadly blow under this or that plea to
the toiling masses constituting over 90% of the
population whose real income is plummeting
day by day, while it at the same time is offering
plethora of concessions, waivers, packages and
amnesty to the monopolists and corporate
bigwigs whose fortunes are swelling.
Calling upon the countrymen not to be
misled by the mischievous propaganda and
mala fide argumentation of the capitalist
government but to come forward to develop
powerful resistance movement against the
government’s pernicious move to decontrol or
deregulate petrol-diesel prices and jack up
prices of cooking gas and kerosene, Comrade
Mukherjee also urged them to realize that
except building up united militant democratic
movements, they have no other means to
defend themselves against repeated bouts of
brutal assaults by the capitalist state and
government.
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Government passing on extra burden for
projected rise in crude price to retail consumers
Contd. from page 1

the whole design.

Viewpoint of the Committee
and its apologists
Submitting the report which
contained nothing but articulation of
the previous contentions of the
government and its pliant lobby,
Kirit Parikh who headed the
committee said that the current
petroleum product pricing policy of
the government is not sustainable
and petrol and diesel pricing should
be left to the competitive market
process, while government should
continue to subsidize PDS kerosene
and domestic LPG to some extent.
This is the right moment as average
import price of crude oil has
softened to $69 a barrel. Calling for
raising LPG rates by a steep Rs 100
per cylinder and kerosene by Rs 6 a
litre, he added that such
recommendations
were
in
proportion to the rise in urban and
rural per capita income. Endorsing
the same, columnists in the
bourgeois media hold that “It is that
booming Asia will in decade push
oil to $200/barrel and maybe $300/
barrel. India must prepare for a
world of scarce, expensive oil
instead
of
pretending
that
astronomical subsidies can ensure
price stability. Today, the “underrecoveries” — implicit subsidy —
of oil companies is Rs 60,000 crore.
The immediate price increases
suggested by the Committee may
cut this to Rs 30,000 crore. But if
oil goes up to $200/barrel, the
subsidy would rise astronomically
up to Rs 500,000 crore, eroding
funds for all other anti-poverty and
development initiatives….. After
decontrol, we can replace the
kerosene subsidy with solar and
LED lanterns for the poor. Farmers
should switch from diesel pumps
to electric ones. Cooking gas
cylinders can be replaced by piped
gas. Buses can switch to
compressed natural gas. The poorest
can get cash transfers through smart
cards to reduce their fuel bills. ” (S
A Aiyar in Economic Times, 07-022010)

Fallacy of argument —
Subsidy
Before we enter into an
objective analysis, let us present
some bare facts. Contrary to the
tenor of the report, there are no net

subsidies in the petroleum sector.
The total tax collected from the
petroleum sector by the central and
state governments is a multiple of
the combined fiscal subsidies and
under-recoveries (Under-recovery
means that the company spends
more for the fuel it procures and
refines than it receives for selling it.
For example, there is an underrecovery if an oil company spends
more on procuring and refining fuel
for selling at the government-set
price to the customers.) We had
shown earlier that in 2006-07, a sum
of as high as Rs 1, 07, 000 crore
was raised by the central and state
governments as excise collection
from oil. For instance, when the
Union government hiked the prices
of petroleum products in June 2006,
Union Audit Report No.7 of 2007
(indirect taxes) revealed that the
actual receipt of customs duties for
the year 2005-06 was 22 per cent
more than the Budget estimates as
could be seen from the following
data: (i) Budget estimate: Rs.53,182
crore, (ii) Revised estimate:
Rs.64,215 crore, (iii) Actual receipt:
Rs.65,050 crore and (iv) Percentage
of increase in the actual receipt on
the Budget estimate: 22.32 per cent.
About the significant increase in the
receipts of customs duties on this
account over the Budget and revised
estimates, the audit report states:
“Actual collection was more than
both the Budget and Revised
Estimates in 2005-06, mainly due to
increase in collection of import duty
on petroleum products, chemicals
and machinery and transport
equipments. (Frontline— Mar. 0114, 2008) it may be added that way
back in 2005-06, the revenue earned
by the central government from
various taxes imposed on petroldiesel was as high as Rs. 1,26,000
crore. As revealed from the report of
a parliamentary committee, figure
of this collection touched Rs 1, 64,
000 crores in 2007-08. It is reported
that excise duty from oil has grown
by 4 to 5% in 2008-09. (Economic
Times 25-09-09) The excise
contribution by 10 leading listed
petroleum companies in the
December 2008 quarter alone was
Rs 14,300 crore. Essar Oil’s refinery
provided Rs 4,500 crore in
incremental
excise
revenues.
(Economic Times 02-05-09) On the
other hand, the government’s total
subsidy bill on petroleum products

runs to about 72,000 crore. Subsidy
burden of the government on the
sale of cooking gas and kerosene is
envisaged around Rs 29,000 crore
for 2009-10. (Economic Times 1002-10) Clearly, the figures are
much lower than what the
government is receiving as tax
revenues from petroleum products
bulk of which is recovered from
the common people since those
are loaded in the retail prices of
petrol-diesel, LPG and kerosene.
Now, by deregulating petrol-diesel
pricing, the government is trying to
pass on the extra burden for
projected rise in crude price further
to the retail consumers.

Fallacy of argument—Price
component
The committee has also
completely bypassed the aspect of
composition of retail price of petroldiesel which includes a sizeable tax
component. In the retail pricing of
petrol, the components are (i) price
without taxes, (ii) customs and
excise duties of the Centre plus 2
per cent education cess, and (iii)
sales tax (including irrecoverable
taxes) and cess in the States. It may
be recalled that the Standing
Committee on Petroleum & Natural
Gas of the current Lok Sabha
presented to Parliament in August
2005 in its Sixth Report, titled
“Pricing of Petroleum Products”
categorically said that the tax
component or the non-fuel
component results in exorbitant
prices of these products. Tracing the
route of simple calculation that we
had shown previously in the early
issues of Proletarian Era, if average
international crude price was
assumed to be $ 70 per barrel
(1 barrel = 158.6 litres and $1 =
Rs.45), crude price per litre was
around Rs.19. Assuming the then
transport cost (West Asia to
Mumbai Port) to be $1.50 per barrel
and refining cost $1.50 per barrel,
total cost on this count thus worked
out to $3 per barrel or just 0.85
paise per litre. So the cost of import
was Rs.19 + Re.0.85 = Rs.19.85 of
nearly Rs.20 per litre. Adding
import duty of 7.5%, the price stood
at Rs.21.50. But, when this was the
import price, one had to pay
between Rs.53.50 (in Mumbai) and
Rs.47.51 (in Delhi) for a litre of
petrol. Even if international crude
price would have been about $110 -

$115 per barrel (i.e. Rs 28 to Rs 30
per litre) and refining cost of 20-30
paise/litre was added to it and
assumed that from one barrel (159
litres) of crude, only 100 litres of
petrol is produced, it would have
still remained far below the retail
price. ( Other petroleum products
obtained from crude refining are
also sold at profit.) What constituted
the difference? It was the tax/duty
components on petrol and diesel
which stood at 57% and 36%
respectively. Moreover, import duty
imposed does not go to government
exchequer but used for giving
subvention to oil barons. Ambanis
of Reliance Petroleum in 2003
received Rs.2000 crore from this
account. Coming back to the plight
of the common consumer, apart
from the central and state taxes on
fuel, one had to bear the burden of
Re.0.70 a litre as commission to
pump owners and Re.0.40 as
delivery charge by oil companies to
retail outlets. A calculation during
mid-2008 showed that had there not
been any tax, petrol would have cost
Rs 27.96 a litre and diesel Rs 26.95
a litre. Prior to the duty adjustment
and price hike effected at that time,
the tax component in the retail
selling price of petrol and diesel
was placed at 53 per cent and 34 per
cent respectively. After the changes,
in the retail price of Rs.50.52 a litre,
the actual price (Rs.27.96) still
accounted for just 55.3 per cent of
the price paid, excise duty
(Rs.13.45) for 26.6 per cent and
State-level sales tax, dealers’
commission and delivery charges
for the balance 18.1 per cent.
State-level sales tax accounted for
the bulk of the last figure and
several States
reduced it to
neutralize part of the price increase.
(The relevant proportions in the
case of diesel (price Rs.34.76) were
77.5, 10.4 and 12.1 per cent
respectively.) (Frontline June 21July 4 2008). The picture is no
different today.

Fallacy of argument—Loss of
oil companies
The committee and the
government are so concerned about
the “loss” of oil companies. An oil
ministry official claimed that staterun fuel retailers IOC, BPCL and
HPCL currently were losing Rs 135
crore per day on sale of petrol,
Contd. on page 6
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Comrade Sitesh Dasgupta remembered with heavy heart
The Central Committee of our
party, SUCI (Communist) convened
a Memorial Meeting on 6 February
last to pay tribute to the life-long
revolutionary Comrade Sitesh
Dasgupta, who had been a member
of the Central Committee and the
present Staff Member of our party.
Comrade Sitesh Dasgupta had
breathed his last on 22 January last
after prolonged and severely painful
suffering from protracted illness.
The University Institute Hall of
Calcutta where the Memorial
Meeting was scheduled to be held,
was filled to the brim, with griefstricken comrades and members of
the public even thronging in the
portico and streets around. They
came with a heavy heart to pay their
tribute to the departed leader. The
meeting was presided over by
Comrade Ranjit Dhar, Polit Bureau
Member of SUCI (Communist). It
was addressed by Comrade Provash
Ghosh, also a Polit Bureau Member
of SUCI (Communist).
Both Comrade Ranjit Dhar and
Comrade Provash Ghosh, recalled
with great regards and deep grief
the exemplary instance of the life
struggle of Comrade Sitesh
Dasgupta, that he conducted
ceaselessly immediately after
coming in touch with Comrade
Shibdas Ghosh, one of the eminent
Marxist philosophers and thinkers
of this age and the founder General
Secretary of our party and being
imbued with his invaluable
teachings.
Below we reproduce some
salient parts of the condolence
resolution that was placed to the
house by Comrade Ranjit Dhar :
With deep regards, this meeting
recalls that towards the end of the
forties of the last century, while he
was a student of the Government
Art College in Calcutta, Comrade
Sitesh Dasgupta came in touch with
Comrade Shibdas Ghosh, one of the

eminent Marxist philosophers and
thinkers of this age and accepting
Marxism-Leninism
as
his
philosophy of life, engaged himself
in the arduous and difficult struggle
of building up SUCI, the genuine
communist party of the country. He
took part as a delegate in the
founding Convention of the Party
held at Joynagar of West Bengal on
24 April 1948.
Comrade Sitesh Dasgupta
considered it the greatest utilization
of an artist’s creativity, was to
engage his life in the struggle for
building
up
revolutionary
movement. He, along with Comrade
Tapas Dutta, the famous sculptor
and departed Central Committee
member, produced an exhibition,
depicting
the
history
of
advancement of human civilization
since its primitive stage, with a
view to bringing it to people,
through drawings and pictures, how
human society had developed
through materialist process. It
attracted and imbued the viewers,
the common people with a
revolutionary ideology. Comrade
Sitesh Dasgupta never opted for
using talent and fame for earning
money. His concerns, his dreams
were solely centred around the
working class, revolution and
revolutionary party. That is why,
when the Party assigned him the
responsibility of building up
organizations among the workers,
he immediately took it up happily.
He founded trade unions based on
the ideology of the Party and
gradually became one of the foreranking leaders of revolutionary
workers’ movement in India, . the
President of the West Bengal
Committee of the All India UTUC
as also the Treasurer of its all India
body.
As a member of the Secretariat
of the Calcutta District committee
of the party, he also played

Comrade Ranjit Dhar offering floral tribute to departed leader
Comrade Sitesh Dasgupta at the memorial meeting in Calcutta on 6 February

important leading role in developing
and
conducting
the
party
organization in Calcutta, taking a
leading role in one and all left and
democratic movements of the state
of West Bengal. Comrade Sitesh
Dasgupta earned Staff Membership
of the Party in 1988 in the first
Party Congress and was elected a
Member of the Central Committee.
The Central Committee sent him to
Orissa assigning him the charge of
helping Comrade Tapas Dutta, the
then Orissa State Secretary, in
developing the Party organization
in that state. In course of his
activities there, he developed
grave neurological problems and
with time he became seriously ill,
from which he never recovered
fully.
With immense respect, this
meeting recalls that Comrade Sitesh
Dasgupta had built himself up in
such a way on the strength of the
instance of the life struggle of
Comrade Shibdas Ghosh, the great
proletarian leader and his teachings,
that he never lost his mental calm
and patience in spite of the attack of
several diseases and ailments and
the unceasing death pang he had to
bear. In the process of building up

Memorial meeting of Comrade Sitesh Dasgupta in Cuttack, Orissa on 9 February.

revolutionary cadres, his criticisms
never hurt any of them, rather those
helped in rectifying the cadres from
their
lapses.
He
continued
unperturbed till, his last days, his
struggle for remoulding himself
with the revolutionary teachings of
the great leader Comrade Shibdas
Ghosh, a struggle that he had
started at the beginning of his youth.
He owned a high standard of culture
and ethics. He was a leading fighter
in the struggle for achieving the
standard of a developed communist
character, to whom revolution was
life, the Party was life. Comrade
Sitesh Dasgupta left a glowing
example of how one can build
himself up as a front-ranking leader
armed with the teachings of
Comrade Shibdas Ghosh through
resolute yet silent, relentless
struggle without ever projecting
oneself.
With demise of Comrade Sitesh
Dasgupta, the Party has lost a lifelong revolutionary. Mass movement
and trade union movements, too,
have lost an ardent fighter and
leader. This meeting firmly believes
that in the history of revolutionary
struggle in India built under the
leadership of SUCI (Communist)
the contribution of Comrade Sitesh
Dasgupta, one of the most beloved
students of the great proletarian
leader Comrade Shibdas Ghosh,
will be remembered in all times to
come, and will act as a source of
inspiration
to the future
revolutionary cadres in developing
their
genuine
revolutionary
character.

Life-long Revolutionary
Comrade Sitesh Dasgupta
Red Salute!
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Proletarian revolution is the only way
to ensure living with dignity
The following is an extract from the speech of Comrade Provash Ghosh,
the Polit Bureau Member SUCI (Communist). On being invited to the
Central Covention of the Bangladesher Samajtrantik Dal (BASAD),
Comrade Provash Ghosh delivered this speech on 30 December, in Dhaka,
Bangladesh, in the Open Session of the Convention.
At the outset I extend my
revolutionary greetings to you all on
behalf of the Socialist Unity Centre
of
India
(Communist),
the
proletarian revolutionary party of
India founded by the great Marxist
thinker Comrade Shibdas Ghosh.
This party of yours, the
Bangladesher Samajtrantik Dal
(BASAD), after continuing for the
long twenty-nine years of difficult
and arduous struggle, has been able
to commendably augment its
strength in this country. For this, I
congratulate you all. I mention this
in particular because it is not at all
easy to build up a communist party
specially
when
the
world
communist movement is engulfed in
acute crisis, when there is a
continuous and all-out onslaught
against
Marxism-Communism,
when known and established leftist
parities of different countries are
breaking apart. That the BASAD
Central Committee under the
leadership
of
Comrade
Khalequzzaman has been able to
accomplish this by concretizing
Marxism- Leninism in this country,
is hence certainly worth mentioning.
Erstwhile undivided Bengal was the
nerve centre of the Indian
Renaissance and revolutionism in
British-ruled India. And in that
undivided Bengal again, it was the
then East Bengal which was the
nerve centre of the Renaissance and
revolutionary movements. Now, you
are holding high that glorious
tradition of East Bengal. You are
also holding high the tradition of the
historic language movement in
defence of Bengali language in the
former East Pakistan included in the
then Pakistan. You are upholding, at
the same time, the tradition of
historic independence movement
against
Pakistani
imperialist
exploitation and rule. Bangladesher
Samajtrantik Dal has come up
through concretizing MarxismLeninism successfully on this soil,
in continuity of all these fighting
traditions. It is on account of these
that you have acquired your
strength; that you have been
listening to the speeches with rapt
attention so late in the cold evening

of winter. In the morning I have
seen your procession; I have found
how from the well- knit disciplined
files of those processions, brotherssisters and mothers from far away
villages, men and women of
workers’
and
peasants’
organizations, students and youths
were firmly and boldly raising
revolutionary
slogans.
Your
discipline, boldness, purposiveness
and revolutionary conviction have
overwhelmed me, have inspired me.
Comrades, internationally, we
are now passing through a very
severe crisis. Human history has
never witnessed a crisis of this
magnitude and severity. The crisis is
all-out – economic-political-socialcultural-ethical. .. Today, all over
the world, capitalist system has
turned moribund, it is in its death
bed. Capitalism, which once
ushered in industrialization, is now
destroying industries. In one
country and all, industries are
facing lock-out, closure and such
others.
The great recession, too, is not a
sudden event; it is capitalism itself
that has given birth to it. All over
the world hundreds of millions of
common people have now been
pauperized, turned into beggars on
streets. They have demands and
needs, but have no purchasing
power. It is because, capitalism
hunts for maximum profit and for
that it needs maximum plunder,
exploitation.
Once bourgeois democracy was
‘of the people, by the people, for the
people’. But now it has come down
to that ‘of the capitalists, by the
capitalists, for the capitalists’.
People has no place in it...
Democracy
does
not
exist
anywhere. It is the parliamentary
system of Great Britain that
perpetrated the military invasion in
Iraq; it is the parliamentary
institution of the USA that has
endorsed and carried out aggression
on Afghanistan. Before the world
wars, this parliamentary system
brought in fascism in Germany and
Italy. Today, everywhere in the
world,
formally
there
is
parliamentary system; in reality

what is running on is fascism. In all
countries, parliamentary election
has become a farce; results are
determined, manipulated by the
owners class, the capitalists.
Capitalists
employ
business
managers to run their industries and
businesses.
Governments
are
nothing but political managers of
those capitalists. The gravest attack
capitalism is bringing down is on
humanity, sense of human dignity,
on values and principles, on
conscience.
Extreme
selfcentredness,
selfishness,
and
complete lack of morality-ethics are
making man beasts. Capitalists
themselves are beasts; they exploit
man, plunder people. In every
country bourgeois politicians are
turning out to be liars, frauds, cheats
and corrupt; you are all aware of
their disgraceful accounts.
Comrades, I have come from a
country, where capitalism is
established as the ruling system.
India is not just a capitalist state, it
is now imperialist too. It strives to
extend its hegemony upon Nepal,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Pakistan.
Expansionism is a characteristic
trait
of
capitalism.
Indian
monopolists have throttled Padma,
are destroying the rivers of this
country, are frantically trying to
grab its natural resources, including
natural gas and coal. In the interest
of capitalist-imperialist exploitation
and plunder, India is trying to
extend its hegemony over this
subcontinent, at times through
threats, at others with sugar-coated
words. Presently, it is an episode of
sweet words now running. It is
because China is emerging as a
competitor
to
India.
After
destroying socialism and taking to
the path of capitalism, China has
emerged as another expansionist
force. India is worried lest China
extended
its influence and
hegemony over Bangladesh, Nepal,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka. That is why
it has taken to carrots instead of
sticks.
I am providing you with some
data which would give you an idea
to what extent imperialist aspiration
of the Indian monopolists has gone
up. Currently, Indian finance capital
is invested in 122 countries. A
Reserve Bank of India account
shows
that till 2008 total
investment of Indian finance capital
in other countries amounted to

$46.2billion. You may be surprised
to know that Indian monopolists are
now buying not only industries,
even mines and oilfields in the
USA, and different countries like in
Europe, Latin America and Africa.
Do you think Obama wants India as
the leader of Asia, just for nothing?
If the USA has to withdraw from
Iraq and Afghanistan, India will
remain its only ally in Asia. The
USA is now making many military
or economic treaties with India too.
It is trying to use India against
China and Japan.
In India, we have to fight
against this imperialist character of
Indian capitalism. You also have to
fight against it. Both of us have the
tasks of fighting against world
imperialism and Indian imperialism.
We are united at this point. Our
party is aware of the ongoing
conspiracy of the Indian imperialists
and the US imperialists, joining
hands together, in Nepal. We are,
and will be, by the side of the
comrades of Nepal in their
significant struggle.
Comrades, we have also to fight
against the slander upon socialism.
In history, any new ideology or
civilization had to fight for a few
centuries to achieve its victory
ultimately.
Religion
or
parliamentary democracy did not
uproot exploitation; exploitation
and class division continued. It was
socialism
that
overthrew
exploitation for the first time. To
that extent, socialism had to fight
against a history of several thousand
years of slave society, feudalism
and capitalist system. It is hardly 80
years till now, that socialism has
struggled through and have faced a
debacle. Struggle to establish
socialism will resume and will meet
victory too. This is the reality.
Rather, we are amassing experience
from the present defeat and
debacle.
Comrades, we have two paths
before us. The entire devastation
capitalism-imperialism is bringing
about, will go on in front of our
eyes. We can only remain an
onlooker or may desire its change.
In case we want change, we will
have to fight on the strength of the
modern scientific weapon, that the
great leaders from Marx to Shibdas
Ghosh hasleft to us developing and
enriching the Marxian science. We,
Contd. on page 5
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Emancipation of the people not possible
without fight against imperialism
Contd. from page 4

the Marxists of different countries
are treading upon this second
path.
We, the revolutionaries wish to
live with human dignity, we do not
want to compromise with any
injustice, any falsehood or anything
of the sort. Great leader Shibdas
Ghosh once asked the youth if they
wanted to live with honour and
dignity or die like cats and dogs. He
maintained, if they wanted to live
with dignity, the only way was to
carry the banner of proletarian
revolution, to carry the flag of
Marxism. In your neighbouring
country, we are fighting for the goal
of proletarian revolution; here in
this country you are doing the
same. We are fraternal parties. We
have
before
us
dialectical
materialism enriched by the
thoughts of great leaders from
Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin, Mao
Zedong to Shibdas Ghosh. Each of
us will apply this to the concrete
situation
of
our
respective
country. We would not blindly
follow the path of any country.
Each will learn from the
other. We are united against
world capitalism-imperialism on the
basis
of
proletarian
internationalism. Big or small,
whatever we be, we will seek for
help and cooperation from each
other, this is the spirit of our
internationalism.
I again thank you for
patiently listening to the address for
long in this wintery night. Our
great teacher Comrade Shibdas
Ghosh was born in this part of the
country. Many of our leaders were
also born here. I was also born here
and my teen age political life was
initiated here. I will be returning
from this meeting with the firm
conviction that you will advance
further under the leadership of the
Bangladesher Samajtrantik Dal, will
gain strength and will boldly hold
the banner of proletarian revolution
higher which will inspire the
exploited people of other countries
too.

Comrade Manik Mukherjee at
the Convention
Comrade Manik Mukherjee,
General Secretary of International
Anti-Imperialist and People’s
Solidarity Coordinating Committee,
said in the open session of BASAD

convention that those who are
fighting
against
capitalist
exploitation, who are struggling for
establishing
communism in
different
countries
including
Bangladesh, must understand that
without fighting imperialism, we
cannot succeed in revolutionary
movement for emancipation, nor the
socialist movement in our respective
countries. To make the socialist
revolution successful in a country,
the task of conducting antiimperialist movement must be
incorporated in the agenda of the
revolutionary struggle.
After
dismantling of the ‘peace camp
against war’ led by the Soviet
Union, there now exists only two
socialist countries – Cuba and
Democratic People’ Republic of
Korea. In the rest of the world,
ruling capitalism-imperialism is the
main enemy before the struggling
people. In absence of the peace
camp, the imperialist war camp led
by the US imperialists is dominating
the world aggressively. After the
fall of socialist camp an
overwhelming despair swamped the
communists as well as the
struggling people world over
centering on the question as to how
to face the imperialist attack in
absence of the mighty socialist
camp. At this juncture, our Party,
SUCI (Communist) led by our

beloved General Secretary, Comrade
Nihar Mukherjee, had based on the
teachings of Comrade Shibdas
Ghosh, the great leader of the
proletariat, that need of the hour is
to intensify the struggle against
imperialism involving all the forces
and people who are willing to join
the struggle. If in this way an
international organization could be
evolved by combining and
involving all the organizations
which
are
fighting
against
imperialism in the various countries,
then it would emerge as a people’s
front against war. This front will
spearhead and lead a powerful antiimperialist
movement
by
coordinating and consolidating all
the
anti-imperialist
struggles
developing in different countries. A
surge of anti-imperialist movements
took place in various countries
including India. Then arose the
necessity of consolidating these
struggles. In course of this process,
we came in contact with Ramsey
Clark, former Attorney General of
the US, who, being disgusted,
protested against the American war
policy and took to the street to fight
directly against US imperialism.
We were extremely happy that an
ardent anti-imperialist fighter like
him agreed to our proposal of
building up an international antiimperialist forum. Thus was formed

the International Anti-imperialist
and
People’s
Solidarity
Coordinating Committee (IAPSCC)
with Ramsey Clark as the chairman.
Comrade
Khalequzzaman,
Convener of the Central Committee
of the Bangladesher Samajtankrik
Dal is one of the secretariat
members of this Committee.
Comrades, we are developing
powerful anti-imperialist movement
under the banner of this
Committee.
The world has witnessed how
brazenly the imperialists have
occupied
Afghanistan,
Iraq,
Labanon, and Kosovo.
After
receiving the Nobel Prize, Obama,
the President of the US imperialists
has said that he would establish
peace through war. What a grim
statement ! By aggressing different
countries he will bring in peace !
However, in the process of building
up and intensifying struggle against
all sorts of imperialist machinations
and resisting all imperialist
aggressions, the struggle for
emancipation of the suffering
mankind, the struggle to destroy
the
capitalist
economy,
he
struggle to establish socialism in
different
countries
will
be
strengthened. I firmly believe that
you would also join this antiimperialist struggle with all your
might.

Railway Contract Workers’ Convention
Comrade Sunil Mukherjee, a
veteran leader and, Office
Secretary-cum-Treasurer, All India
Committee, AIUTUC inaugurated
the first convention of SouthWesteren Railways’ Contract
Workers held at Hubli, Karnataka
on 20 Jnauary 2010. Comrade
Mukherjee in his inaugural address
said, inter alia “as a result of
globlisation, privatisation and
liberalisation lakhs of workers are
loosing jobs. The 6th pay
commission’s recommendations
not only
advocate
wage
descriminations but also the
abolition of Group-D jobs. Owing
to anti-working class policies of
globalisation the contract workers
are denied of minimum wages and
other benefits and rights which
were acquired by workers through
hard struggle.”

Comrade K. Somashekar, the
president of United Railway
Contract Workers Union and
AIUTUC state secretary, Karnataka,
the main speaker,
in his
address said “the contract workers
in the railway dept are facing
severe exploitation. They are not
paid the wages regularly on the
fixed date, they are denied of
minimum
wages,
medical
facilities and even the PF. they are
working in unhygenic condition.”
Calling upon the
workers
to
fight for their rights he said that
the workers must demand for
continuation of their work even if
the contractor changes, stoppage
of threatening them of firing if
they demand justice and urged
the management to re-instate
the workers removed from their
jobs. He called upon the workers

to wage a powerful movement
against privatisation.
Comrade Mahapatra demanded
for putting an end to contract
system and regulalrisation of
services.
All India UTUC Andhra
Pradesh incharge Comrades K.
Sudhir and Maharashtra railway
workers’ leader Comrade Anil
Thyagi also addressed the gathering,
presided over by the General
Secretary of the Union Comrade
Shashidhar.
Hundreds of workers from
Mysore, Bangalore and Hubli
divisions participated in the
convention. Before the convention
they marched in a procession
through the city and submitted a
memorandum
to the General
Manager of SWR at Hubli.
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Government collects much more tax
than what it provides as subsidy
Contd. from page 2

diesel, LPG and kerosene and their
annual revenue loss for the current
financial year was estimated to be at
Rs 38,700 crore. So he opined that
the burden (of rising global oil
prices) has to be shared equally
between the companies, the
government and consumers. He
suggested that since the state-run oil
companies as per his calculation
were losing Rs 2.96 a litre on diesel
and Rs 6.08 per litre on petrol, it is
advisable to pass on one-third of
this or Rs 2 per litre on petrol and
Re 1 on diesel can be passed on to
the consumers while the balance
could be covered by issue of
government bonds to the retailers
and subsidy sharing by upstream
firms like ONGC. (Economic Times
25-09-09) Surely this is the version
of the government and the Parikh
Committee which had the finance
secretary and the oil secretary as
other two members also shared this
view. The profit after tax of Indian
Oil (IOC) in 2008-09 was Rs 2950
crore and profit available for
appropriation (i.e. current profit
plus earlier accretion) is Rs 8, 255
crore. (IOL Director’s report).
Reliance Industries’ net profit rose
15.8 per cent for the third quarter
ended December 2009 to Rs 4,008
crore, from Rs 3,462 crore a year
ago because of higher gas sales.
(Hindu Business Line 22-01-10)
Moreover, state-owned upstream oil
companies (i.e. companies which
undertake searching for potential
underground or underwater oil and
gas fields, drilling of exploratory
wells, and subsequently operating
the wells that recover and bring the
crude oil and raw natural gas to the
surface) have paid over Rs 31, 000
crore to the refinery companies like
IOL, HPCL and BPCL. So, where is
the loss?
It is reported that a group led by
ONGC and comprising among
others Indian Oil Corporation and
Oil India has bagged 40 per cent
stake in a $19-billion project to
develop a major crude oil block in
Venezuela. The group would pay
$1.05 billion to Venezuela as the
signing amount and initially invest
another $9 billion in developing the
block that can produce 400,000
barrels of oil per day (20 million
tons per annum). Total spending on
the block over 25 years would be
$19 billion. Besides, it would also

extend $1.05 billion credit to
Venezuela’s state oil company
Petroleos de Venezuela SA
(PdVSA). (The Statesman 12-02-10)
Indian Oil also signed productionsharing agreements for Block 82
and 83 in Yemen as well as Area 9596 in Libya. Indian Oil entered into
farm-in agreement with Reliance
E&P
iDMCC
for
12.5%
participating interest in the
deepwater exploration Block-K in
Timor Leste, as well. It also came to
light that Reliance has made a
preliminary bid for petrochemical
unit
Lyondell
Basell,
the
Netherlands based multi-national,
the third-biggest firm in the
business of petrochemicals. If it
wins the bid, it would have to pay
more than $13 billion. How come
“loss making companies” are going
for such huge investments abroad?
On the contrary, it is thus obvious
that private sector oil companies,
Reliance Industries (RIL), Essar Oil
and Shell India, would benefit the
most if the recommendations are
implemented in full since that
would add more financial muscle to
these giant corporates at the cost of
the common Indian people who
would shoulder the burden of jacked
up prices of fuel and hence of
essential commodities including
basic foodgrains.
In this connection, it may be
mentioned that India has promoted a
huge refining industry with a
current capacity that exceeds
domestic demand by some 35 per
cent. The committee admits that
value addition in refining is minimal
with the raw material (imported
crude oil) accounting for over 90
per cent of the product price. In
India, there are 18 refineries, 17 of
which are in the public sector and
one in the private sector. India now
imports about 70 per cent of its
crude, with the indigenous share
amounting to just 30 per cent of the
requirement. Moreover, Petroleum
products have emerged as India’s
largest export in recent years.
Cumulative exports during the
April-September period in 2009-10
stood at $77.9 billion. Interestingly,
total import of crude oil and
petroleum products during the
first six months of this year was
$35.21 billion according to figures
released by the ministry of
petroleum and natural gas. (Rediff.
com 08-12-09) But the Parikh

Committee does not talk of taxing
oil product exporters who made
windfall profits by exporting the
subsidies they received from Indian
taxpayers.

Fallacy of argument—increase
in per capita income
Committee’s argument of hiking
LPG and kerosene prices because of
increased per capita income is
another cruel joke. First of all,
rising per capita income is no
indicator of general improvement in
the purchasing power of the
common people since it is a
statistical average and does not
reflect
the
disproportionate
distribution of income and wealth. If
5 persons earn Rs 1, 500 and rest 95
Rs 500, the per capita income of
100 works out to Rs 20 while in
reality average income of the 95
people is Rs 5.3. as per latest
revelations. According to official
compilation which we know is
arrived at after lot of suppressions,
omissions and distortions to peg the
figure at the lowest possible level,
about 42% of the population living
below the new international poverty
line of $1.25 per day. Needless to
say, the actual figure is much higher.
Likewise, as per released data, the
number of Indian poor constitutes
33% of the global poor. It will be no
wonder if this on real count works
out to be much more. India’s rank is
stated to be 94th in the Global
Hunger Index of 119 countries. 31%
of gross national income is
concentrated in the hands of 53 rich
(Ananda Bazar Patrika- 09-03- 08)
Next we come to kerosene and LPG
pricing. It is a well known fact that
everyone among the bottom twothirds of this country’s population
does not have access to or the
capacity to pay for even PDS
(Public Distribution System or
Rationing system) kerosene. And
even if one assumes that the top
one-third does not consume any
PDS kerosene (a completely
incorrect assumption considering
the amount of leakage for
adulteration of diesel), the per
capita allotment of PDS kerosene to
the bottom two-thirds of the
population is a little over one litre a
month. But even this abject
subsistence level of allotment
(actual consumption is much lower)
is not spared by the Parikh
Committee who thinks that

wretched impoverished Indian poor
have capacity to afford a
substantially escalated cost. Parikh
Committee talks of limiting LPG
subsidies to BPL (Below Poverty
Line) households. It means it
believes that all APL families in this
country are so prosperous that they
can do without subsidies. The
committee also advocates that
higher diesel prices for the
agriculture
sector
may
be
compensated
through
higher
support prices. What about the
small and marginal farmers who
have no surplus to sell? If the
peasants were so affluent then why
over a lakh of them in the country
including a prosperous state like
Punjab committed suicide? The
committee also claimed of
electrification of BPL households
when the truth is that almost half
the country’s population has no
electricity.

Other facts conveniently
suppressed
The committee never touched
the important question of total
dependence on imported crude. In
the seventies about 70% of the
domestic need was produced inhouse. But soon the table was
turned and today it is less than 30%
and is expected to plummet further
to 14% by 2010. When oil MNCs
were debarred from doing business
here and the activities of ONGC
widened, there was a chance that the
country might near self sufficiency
within a reasonable time. However,
the oil behemoths, both domestic
and foreign, have always been
reluctant to devote on newer
exploration of oil fields within the
country as because there is no
guarantee of immediate success or
generation of instantaneous super
profit.
On the contrary,
procurement of oil from outside and
selling it in the domestic market is
much more profitable. So, with
introduction
of
economic
liberalization in 1991, twenty-three
oil exploration blocs were handed
over to multinationals, both
domestic and foreign, in 1996.
Gradually these multi-nationals took
control over the oil sector of the
country, exploration and refining of
oil within the country was put onto
backburner and dominance of
import deliberately established to
Contd. on page 7
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Spread of obscenity and gambling liberalized
Chief Justice of India (CJI) K G
Balakrishnan said on 7 February last
that there was an urgent need to ban
websites that circulate pornography
and hate speeches and emphasized
the need for cyber law enforcement.
“Websites”, according to him, “are
created and updated for many useful
purposes, but they can also be used
to circulate offensive content such
as pornography, hate speech and
defamatory materials.” But barely
within three days, it has come to
light that following introduction of
clause 69A in IT (Information
Technology) Act on 26 October,
2009, a bar has been raised for the
executive power to block porn
websites. In other words, under the
old provision, the government could
ban websites for “preventing
incitement to the commission of any
cognizable offence” including
obscenity, a charge liable to be

made out against porn websites. But
now, websites can not be blocked
purely on the ground of obscenity.
Section 69A stipulates that websites
can be blocked on five grounds—
sovereignty and integrity of India,
defence of India, security of the
state, friendly relations with foreign
states and public order. Though
Article 19(2) of Indian Constitution
allows “reasonable restrictions” on
the freedom of speech and
expression in the interests of,
among other grounds, “public order,
decency or morality”, all that has
been incorporated in Section 69A of
the IT Act from that expression is
“public order”. The implication is
that the government can no longer
block a porn website unless it has
ramifications threatening “public
order” which is of remote
possibility. One has to knock at the
door of the judiciary to remove

objectionable material on website.
Clearly, by dint of the legislation,
the government is sought to be kept
away from moral policing of porn
websites or for that matter spread of
obscenity.
Reportedly, the Congress-led
central government have also
clarified that according to the draft
rules being framed, any state
government besides paper lottery
“may also organize online lottery”.
Clearly, this is blanket permission to
online lottery that is making a
roaring business throughout the
country aided and abetted, overtly
or covertly, by the various state
governments including CPI (M)-led
West Bengal government. One can
see these IT-enabled gambling dens
registering mushrooming growth
not only in the cities but even rural
areas
converting
wretched
pauperized people into punters.

PAGE SEVEN

The consequences are ominous.
Apart from the overdose of sexviolence in the name of
entertainment, escalated vulgarism
and prurient sex will now be
available on the click of a button.
This is how the decadent moribund
ruling capitalism and its servitors in
the government and other seats of
authority are hatching different
ploys to inject rotten thoughts and
ideas, incite bestial proclivities and
thus accelerate the process of
shattering the moral backbone of
the countrymen particularly the
youth so that emasculated from
within, the oppressed masses are
dispossessed of the moral strength
to rise against the ruthlessly
exploitative capitalist order. It is
high time that well-meaning people
come forward in protest against
such a nefarious design of the ruling
class and its servile quarters and
build up a powerful movement to
frustrate the same.

Repel this criminal attack on life and livelihood
Contd. from page 6

open up scope for super profit
through roaring oil trade. Further,
domestic production is much
cheaper than imported stuff. But
according to import parity system,
the consumers are to pay the same
price for domestic petroleum
products as for imported petroleum
products. So the public sector oil
companies make huge profit by
selling domestic production at
import price. On the other hand,
private oil companies like Reliance
sell a part of its products at import
parity to public sector Oil
Marketing Companies and export
the remaining (about 50 per cent) at
international price with the bonanza
of domestic tax exemption at
various stages. What is faulty with
this method is that consumers are
paying
international
prices
indirectly and then taxes on these
prices. There is no rationale for oil
marketing companies to get import
parity and export parity prices,
especially when these companies
are refining products in India and
net substantial profit through this
route.
Next is the conveniently
forgotten chapter of oil fund. As we
had shown in our earlier write-ups,
in 1975 the central government also
started imposing cess on domestic
oil production. The resources raised
through this route inclusive of
interest have been over Rs.1 lakh

crore rupees. But only Rs.902
crores is stated to have been spent
for the declared objective while
around Rs. 99, 000 crore have
been usurped violating all norms
and regulations by the successive
central governments of different
hues. The cost of oil import in
2003-04 at Rs. 93, 159 crores
was Rs. 8117 crore higher compared
to Rs. 85,042 crores in 2002-03.
Had the accumulation of Rs. 99,000
crores in the oil fund been
available, the government could
easily meet the additional cost
from that fund and spare the
people from bouts of domestic tariff
hike.
Third aspect is of escalation of
global tariff. Apologists of decontrol
and deregulation press panic button
by apprehending that “booming
Asia will in decade push oil to
$200/barrel and maybe $300/barrel.
Then the subsidy will rise
astronomically up to Rs 500,000
crore, eroding funds for all other
anti-poverty and development
initiatives. India must prepare for a
world of scarce, expensive oil
instead
of
pretending
that
astronomical subsidies can ensure
price stability.” (S A Aiyar in
Economic Times, 07-02-2010) But,
is the international crude tariff
rising arbitrarily and astronomically
because of so called “booming
Asia”? Or is it due to the
manipulations by the international

cartel of mega oil companies of the
West mainly the US – like Exxon
Mobil, Chevron Texas, Concho
Philips and Shell?
Having
established monopoly control over
refinement and distribution of
global oil sector, these sharks
unilaterally escalate international
tariff to swell their coffer and bully
the various countries. Even within
US, allegations have been leveled
against these giant oil companies for
creating artificial crisis, raising
prices and mobilize huge profits.
What prompts or compels the Indian
government to ignore this sinister
machination? Why do not the selfstyled economists playing second
fiddle to Parikh Committee, instead
of insisting on making the common
people bleed white more profusely
urge upon the Indian government to
take initiative to vigorously
mobilize global opinion against this
handiwork of the US oil sharks or
mount effective diplomatic pressure
on the imperialist government to
desist from launching such
offensives against the people of the
world? We know they would have
no answer to this because they are
fully aware that they are pleading a
wrong case.

Resist this pernicious move
So it is clear that the Parikh
Committee report on pricing
petroleum products should be
rejected, lock, stock and barrel and

the government compelled under
pressure of countrywide well-knit
resistance movement of the people
to abandon the proposal of
deregulating petrol-diesel pricing
and phasing out subsidies. The
government which can provide
subsidy to the tune of Rs 70, 000
crores under the camouflage of
stimulus package to the corporate
tycoons and business sharks from
the government kitty and allocate
as high as Rs.1, 41,703 crore
towards
most
unproductive
military budget talk of continuing
with the same can not take plea
of a depleted exchequer. As we had
said previously, it is a capitalistimperia-list ploy to systematically
shift
the
burden
of
the
insurmountable crisis of the
decadent moribund capitalist system
on the common people groaning
under the yoke of savage capitalist
exploitation. The government
through its pliant committee has
been trying to finance the oil
behemoths in their objective of
minting maximum profit by
squeezing the common people to the
hilt. This is nothing but a crime
even in bourgeois sense and those
who are protagonists or drumbeaters
of such a policy are nothing but
criminals. People must stand united
against them, organize themselves
in struggle committees and repel
this criminal attack on their life and
livelihood.
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Calcutta witnesses a hundred thousand strong
historic grand rally against price rise
The overwhelming section of
the 80 million people of West
Bengal,
writhing under backbreaking price rise and other crises,
craved for mighty mass movement
and hoped SUCI (Communist), the
revolutionary vanguard of Indian
proletariats, to take up the cudgel.
In response to the call of the hour
and the expection of the suffering
people, SUCI(C) called for a
general strike in the state on 24
November last. It was a complete
success. People made it a success.
But even after witnessing such a
massive protest by the people, both
the
Congress-led
central
government and the CPI(M)-led
state government did nothing to take
steps against the hoarders,
blackmarketeers, price manipulators
and smugglers jacking up prices at
their will to trade in the hunger of
millions. So arose the need for
escalating the anti-price rise
movement to a new height by
involving the deprived destitute
people. In order to give shape to this
movement and reach out to each and
every corner of the state with the
message of this movement, our
party, the SUCI(C) embarked upon
a month-long programme of
collecting over 10 million signatures
in favour of a 10-point charter of
demands on the burning problems
of life like spiralling price rise,
abnormal spurt in power tariff,
skyrocketing
of
prices
of
agricultural
inputs,
massive
retrenchment and job loss, mounting
unemployment etc. The demand for
immediate halt of state terrorism
and torture on the oppressed tribal
population of
Lalgarh and
adjoining forest belt and immediate
unconditional release of the leaders
of the movement like Chhatradhar

Mahato, Bibekananda Sahu and
others also . This signature
campaign elicited massive response,
roused the exploited people’s
determination to fight, to build up
sustained resistance, to form
people’s committees that would
ensure mass movements’ sustained
character, which would ultimately
give rise to people’s alternative
political power. Finally, 1,37,09,537
signatures were collected for being
handed over to the Governor, the
representative of both the Centre
and the state government, after a
Mahamichhil (grand rally) on 5
February, 2010.
And now the day had come, the
5 February. From a distance could
be heard the approaching roar of
surge of humanity. It was a massive
rally of about one hundred thousand
coming from every nook and corner
of the state and comprising toiling
people from all sections of the
society. The rally that had started
from Hedua, North Kolkata,
advanced towards Esplanade, the
heart of the city, in a fervent spirit
covering a distance of about 6 kms.
Comrades Provash Ghosh, member
of the Polit Bureau, Central
Committee, and West Bengal State
Secretary, Debaprasad Sarkar, and
Sankar Saha, Central Committee
members, alongwith
state and
district leaders led the rally. The
moving rally, disciplined and
determined, maintaining its solid
compactness all along, throbbing in
great vitality was a mile long dense
row of ten neat lines raising fiery
slogans. People that gathered on
both sides of the street, on
balconies, on roof-tops were
identified with the people marching.
From among the marchers slogans
thundered in booms, that reached

far and wide rousing great hope in
the downtrodden. The rally became
bigger and larger as people
spontaneously joined it. The trucks
loaded with signed forms were
moving at the helm of Mahamichhil.
The people at different spots
pointed at the heaped signature
forms and exclaimed, “Here is our
signatures!” Many organisations at
different road crossings hailed the
Mahameechil
and felicitated
Comrade Provash Ghosh and other
leaders with bouquets.
After this historic rally reached
Metro channel in Esplanade, the
entire area turned into a vast sea of
humanity . An 8-member team led by

Comrade Debaprosad Sarkar went
with all the boxes containing
1,37,09537 signatures, met the
Governor and submited those to him.
In the mean time, a mass meeting
was held there. Addressing the same,
Comrade Provash Ghosh warned the
Central and State governments, if
their demands were not met in 15
days, more powerful sustained
movement would be built up through
the length and breadth of West
Bengal. At the end, slogans shook the
Esplanade – Long Live Revolution!
Long Live SUCI(Communist) ! Stop
black-marketing and hoarding !
Keep prices within people’s
purchasing capacity !
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